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THE ‘NETWORK’: ARE YOU BEHIND IT OR AHEAD OF IT?
In 1878, Bell Telephone established the first voice exchange, and the race was on to build a wireline network that eventually would blanket
the United States and establish undersea cables to communicate with the rest of the world. The extensive and ubiquitous networks we take
for granted today – wired, wireless, satellite, cable, broadband, cloud, consumer, business – are the brainchildren of that first little outpost in
Connecticut.
Getting from one lone exchange handling a party line to a global network of countless digital devices has taken more than 130 years, but we
now work in Internet time; the next big thing was introduced yesterday, and tomorrow’s “must-have” could be unveiled tonight.
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In a Wall Street Journal opinion piece, FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler (who knows a bit about cable and wireless) addressed the future of networking: “In the nottoo-distant future, wireless communications will connect not just everyone, but everything. When 50 billion inanimate devices are talking to each other [Cisco’s
forecast for 2020], information will flow like the breeze among sensors and databases.”
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Change always is hard, particularly for enterprises that have a lot of capital invested in legacy gear, but the push is on to convert to an all-IP environment in
order to compete in the global marketplace. Here are five technologies driving operator and enterprise innovation:
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>> THE INTERNET OF THINGS: With IoT predicted to connect billions of devices by 2025, the financial impact of developing new products and services to
take advantage of this network ranges to as much as $11 trillion. Yet few U.S. players have even begun to think about how to utilize IoT to their advantage.
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>> 5G (IMT-2020): Right now, subscribers seem satisfied with 4G voice and data capabilities, but the ITU already has started the standards process for what
will be the more data-centric 5G round. But is 5G just a solution in search of a problem, or is it an important way of getting ahead of the wireless game?
>> 4K (ULTRA HD): Sports fans and video-gamers want bigger and better screens. 4K resolution is phenomenal, but those curved sets still are uberexpensive; and programmers, cablecos and over-the-top (OTT) providers offer fewer than 150 channels of 4K programming today. But 4K isn’t just for couch
potatoes. Apps are needed for science, public safety, advertising, hospitality and healthcare, to name a few well-paying markets.
>> WI-FI: Wireless users have come to expect ubiquitous and free Internet access, no matter the location, and carriers, businesses and service providers have
not disappointed. But now is the time to start making some money from the hundreds of thousands of hotspots dotting the globe. What price point (or what
throttling/identity disaster) will induce users to add a few dollars to their monthly charges to help ensure faster speeds and security?

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
ARTICLES:
Business Networks Are Cloudy,
Insecure and Mobile
The Slow Road to 4K TV

>> ADVANCED IP: Transitioning a business network from the traditional hardwire environment to a more wireless/BYOD system will be a long (but necessary)
process. Enterprises can do this in stages (more 4G, more VoIP, more cloud) as long as the IT department doesn’t skimp on implementing a better-secured,
disaster-recoverable data infrastructure.

Wi-Fi: Getting From Free To
Wheeeeeeeee!

The 2015 Fierce Innovation Report tackles these five arenas, offering insight into why you need to consider deploying one or more of these network drivers
right now or whether you need to wait a bit, until a real commercial or financial need presents itself. But don’t wait too long; carriers like AT&T and Verizon
already are retiring their aging copper networks in favor of higher-capacity wireless and fiber backbones, and Comcast is throwing its considerable weight
behind wireless. Their enterprise customers are legion.

Is The Need For 5G Valid?

Chairman Wheeler ended his WSJ piece with this thought: “…Our challenge will echo that of earlier eras confronted by new networks. We know from that
history how the rewards go to those who push past network legacies and press forward to harness that which the new networks make possible.”
Where are you?

Jason Nelson
Publisher, FierceWireless, FierceTelecom & FierceCable
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Fonality // Heads Up Display (HUD) Web and Mobile
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WebNMS // Webnms Symphony Orchestration Platform
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Ethertronics, Inc. // Parallel Wireless // Plug Power // Ruckus Wireless // Spectrummax // Verizon
WIRELINE NETWORKS
Broadview Networks // CommScope // CSG International // GENBAND // Tarana Wireless
PAY-TV, ADVANCED-TV AND VIDEO NETWORKS
Anvato // Edgeware // Ericsson // Kannuu // MediaMelon // NAGRA // Ooyala // Universal Electronics Inc. //
YipTV
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JEFF COLOGNA
Strategic Partnerships // U.S. Cellular Product & Innovation
Jeff Cologna is a leader within the U.S. Cellular Product & Innovation organization. Jeff focuses on developing
commercial relationships and investing in strategic privately held, venture capital backed companies. The
organization leverages partners across the mobile ecosystem to bring a broad array of products and services
to consumer and SMB customers. Prior to his current role, Jeff lead all aspects of U.S. Cellular’s MVNO channel
focusing on telematics, and prepay services. Jeff has over 20 years’ experience in telecommunications across
various functional areas, including leadership roles in partnership development, sales, and real estate. Jeff earned
a degree in political science from the University of Wisconsin – Madison. Jeff is a committed volunteer and
science board member helping protect grasslands for the Nature Conservancy.
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MATTIAS FRIDSTRÖM
Vice President & Head of Technology // TeliaSonera International Carrier
With over 15 years in the telecommunications industry, Mattias Fridström can be considered a veteran – but his
enthusiasm hasn’t faded. Mattias combines expert knowledge with anecdotes from behind the scenes and deep
insight into the networked economy: What are the challenges of tomorrow for network providers? How can we
meet ever-increasing traffic demand and customer quality expectations within the same cost frame? Mattias
holds an MSc in Electrical Engineering from the University of Wollongong, Australia. Since joining Telia in 1996, he
has worked in a number of senior roles within TeliaSonera International Carrier. Since 2011, Mattias has held the
position of Vice President, Technology; with the responsibility for the entire global network.

ROBERT HOWALD
Vice President of Network Architecture // Comcast
Dr. Robert Howald has over 25 years of technology and executive experience in commercial and military
communications systems. Robert is Vice President of Network Architecture at Comcast, focused on the evolution
of cable systems and services, future network architectures, and emerging broadband technologies. He held a
similar role at ARRIS and the former Motorola Mobility. Prior to this, Robert was the Vice President of Engineering
at Xytrans. Robert has taught graduate courses in communications and wireless systems engineering, has
published over 150 papers, and has multiple patents issued and pending. He has a BSEE and MSEE from
Villanova University, a Ph.D. in Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering from Drexel University, and a
Master’s of Business Administration (MBA) from DeSales University.
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ANDREW IP
Senior Vice President of Optimum Labs // Cablevision System Corporation
Andrew Ip leads Cablevision’s Optimum Labs group and its efforts to introduce industry-leading hardware
and software technologies. Previously, as senior vice president of infrastructure and wireless technology
management, Andrew led Cablevision’s outdoor WiFi network expansion and upgrade efforts, improving the
customer experience, making WiFi available where customers need it most and enabling Cablevision to become
a premiere connectivity company. Prior to Cablevision, Andrew was a management consultant, advising clients
across the broadband ecosystem, including North American MSOs, international mobile operators, OEMs, device
manufacturers, content providers, and industry investors. Most recently, Andrew was a partner at Meridian
Advisory Group (MAG) and a consultant at Mars & Co.
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RON MARQUARDT, PH.D.
Vice President of Technology, Innovation & Architecture // Sprint
As Vice President of Technology for Sprint, Dr. Ron Marquardt is responsible for Sprint’s long-term technology
strategy and architecture, the industry relationships and investments enabling Sprint’s innovation and ecosystem
development goals, as well as the company’s advocacy in US and global industry forums and standards bodies.
Prior to Sprint, Ron was VP of Technology Development at Clearwire Corporation. He also was CTO at Covad
Communications where he led teams responsible for the engineering and network planning of VoIP, wireless, and
broadband services across the United States. Prior to that role, he was in various positions at network equipment
manufacturers. Ron has an S.B. in Physics from MIT, an M.S. and Ph.D. in Applied Physics from Caltech, and is an
alumnus of the Stanford Graduate School of Business.

DAVID A. MAYO
Senior Vice President Technology // T-Mobile USA
Dave Mayo serves as the senior vice president technology for T-Mobile USA. He has business management
responsibility for $10 billion in network capital and operating costs and is responsible for development and
implementation of key strategic initiatives. Dave pioneered the mass deployment of fiber to T-Mobile’s cell sites
in the mid-2000s and more recently developed the company’s LTE rollout strategy. He joined the company
(then Western Wireless) in 1996. Prior to joining T-Mobile, Dave held leadership positions at US West New Vector
Group, Flow International Corp, and Price Waterhouse. Dave earned a degree in business administration from the
University of Washington with concentrations in accounting and operations and systems analysis. Dave and his
wife Veronica live in Bellevue, Washington.
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DAN MURPHY
Director // Verizon Innovation Program
Dan Murphy is Director of the Verizon Innovation Program, leading a team focused on enabling partners to
bring innovative, non-traditional connected solutions to the marketplace while leveraging Verizon’s portfolio
of services, including cloud, security and America’s largest 4G LTE network. The program offers business
development, product development and lab engineering services. Prior to his current role, Dan was Director of
Product Development at Verizon focusing on wireless home solutions, Wi-Fi, Femtocells and Personal Emergency
Response services. Dan has been with Verizon for 18 years and has held roles in Sales, Marketing, Operations,
Network and Product Development throughout his career. He completed his undergraduate work at Rowan
University and graduate studies at Rutgers University.
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MICHAEL WESTON
Senior Executive // Verizon
Mike Weston is Senior Executive of Verizon Enhanced Communities, the Verizon group dedicated to serving
the multifamily market. Mike leads the national sales and marketing organization tasked with bringing Verizon
technology solutions to serve the special needs of multifamily owners, developers, and managers. Mike has over
20 years’ experience in telecommunications, having served various engineering and management roles within
Verizon, Cable & Wireless, and SBC. Mike holds both a bachelor’s degree in business management and an MBA
from the University of Texas at Austin.
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BUSINESS NETWORKS ARE CLOUDY, INSECURE AND MOBILE
What keeps CFOs, CIOs, IT managers and network operators up at
night? BYOD. Control over network access. Capacity. The be-all/endall cloud. Cybersecurity. Migration from fixed networks. The future is
a mixed bag of concerns.
For carriers, those concerns are key touchpoints for opening dialog
with their enterprise customers—and for developing new service
bundles and innovative managed solutions that can address the
major pain points that lurk on the horizon.

NETWORK TRANSITIONS
A transition to mobile-first business connectivity is a primary concern
that enterprises harbor. Mike O’Neill, vice president of the Efficiency
First Vendor Practice at telecom-management group AOTMP, said
that CIOs and IT managers will have reason to choke “when the FCC
tells AT&T and Verizon that they don’t have to maintain the physical
plant anymore and they switch everyone to mobile.”
How likely that is to happen is a matter of conjecture, given that
maintaining metro fiber networks remains a priority for business
broadband for carriers. But as 5G is developed, promising fiberequivalent speeds in a mobile environment, this scenario could just
come to fruition.

For now, wireless is emerging as a significant backup technology,
playing a complementary role to existing wireline networks. Wireless
also can be used as a temporary network, for instance to support
point-of-sale connectivity at a concert venue, giving businesses
more flexibility as to how they can engage customers.
Melanie Posey, research vice president of IDC’s hosting and
managed network services programs, agrees that the hard-wired
network is here to stay, at least in the near term.
“The last-mile networks are still there in the ground and, if wireline
is going away, why are the telcos spending so much on Ethernet
development? It’s not just all backhaul,” she said. “The way I look
at it, you’re going to see a lot of different things, including hybrid
networks, which could include combination wireline/wireless
networks, where a lot of access takes place via wireless. Then you’ll
still have your MPLS and your Ethernet as the backbone to move
large amounts of data from Point A to Point B. That’s never going to
happen on an all-wireless network.”
What will happen, if the FCC has anything to do with it, is an
expansion of fiber-fed businesses and residences as TDMsupporting copper is retired. Republican FCC Commissioner Ajit Pai
doesn’t think the agency is moving fast enough on a technology
transition: “The American people aren’t asking Washington to ‘slow
rather than expedite the availability of high-speed broadband
throughout our nation.’ They demand more competition, faster
deployment and better service. They ask when their homes are
going to be connected with fiber, not why the FCC isn’t doing more
to promote copper…Instead of pausing the IP transition, we should
be embracing it.”
Pai also stands behind an expedited elimination of regulatory
barriers to infrastructure investment, thus allowing carriers and
service providers to deploy small cells, towers, new fiber and new
services faster.

THE FUTURE IS CLOUDY—AND INSECURE
Another piece of hybrid networking that IDC’s Posey mentioned
is “Internet breakout,” which she defines as what happens when
all of the offices in a network are not directly connected to the
MPLS network. “We’re starting to see localization in terms of the
applications certain offices access in the cloud,” she says.
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Enterprises are able to save money by transitioning to a “pay-asyou-go” access plan, and gain flexibility with more 4G and VoIP
calling, and the ability to grow or shrink capacity as needed. The bad
news regarding doing business in the cloud is a perceived highersecurity risk.

corporate network and accessing data in the cloud – identity and
access-management policies? What enterprises need to get a grip
on is that all data is not going to be happening in the IT center. I don’t
think many enterprises have a good handle as to where all their data
is and who has access to it, especially in a cloud situation.”

Data runs the enterprise, and any company’s network is accessed
thousands of times per day by staffers who may or may not have
secure devices, and who may or may not have the rights to certain
parts of that network. Security is not a one-time deployment; rather,
as more employees are hired, diverse devices are added (many of
them BYOD) and dependence on cloud storage increases, layer
upon layer needs to be added and integrated.

A related issue here is BYOD—how can an IT department govern
what network resources an employee accesses using his or her
personal device? One possible solution, although Posey said she
hasn’t seen many enterprises implementing it, is to partition BYOD
gear into work and personal personas. This gives the company’s
IT department control of the work part of an employee’s handset,
wiping it if need be.

Accordingly, enterprises need to get over the notion that there is one
piece of technology or one application that can take care of all their
security needs.

However, she points out, “there are a lot of reasons employees don’t
want this, because they don’t want the company in their phones.
The company may say personal personas are secure, but then
employees might say ‘how do I know that?’ One way around that is
to have a work device and a personal device.”

ENTERPRISES ARE ABLE TO SAVE MONEY BY
TRANSITIONING TO A “PAY-AS-YOU-GO” ACCESS PLAN,
AND GAIN FLEXIBILITY WITH MORE 4G AND VOIP
CALLING, AND THE ABILITY TO GROW OR SHRINK
CAPACITY AS NEEDED.

“What you really need is a security strategy, and then you need
a security policy at each level of the network,” Posey said. “For
example, how do you link the strategies for accessing data on the
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THE BIGGEST MUST-HAVE

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
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The overarching feature that Posey said every enterprise needs
is disaster recovery and backup, whether that’s accomplished
with wireline, hybrid or wireless networks. There also should be
redundant connectivity with another provider on a different route to
a different data center.

Business Networks Are Cloudy,
Insecure and Mobile

“It takes a lot of management cycles to do the planning around
data recovery, and then it takes the investment in technology to
protect that environment,” Posey advised. “People come to Jesus on
disaster recovery after it’s too late, like with 9/11 or Katrina. Service
providers need to figure out how to convince companies to do
something before disaster strikes.” n
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CAN YOU IMAGINE DESIGNING MORE THAN 10,000 FTTX CONNECTIONS
A DAY? WE DO IT EVERY DAY, AND HERE IS WHY.
When we suggest to planning and design leaders that it is
possible to produce detailed designs for more than 10,000
premises on a daily basis, the natural reaction is disbelief.
Demand for fiber has exploded and there is a dramatic race
amongst Telecommunications companies. Many are struggling
to keep up; plans are late, designs take too long and the
construction is delayed.
Biarri Networks has consistently seen the following 6
challenges in the sector.
1. long and unpredictable time to revenue
2. no facility for continuous improvement through
design process
3. inconsistency of data for downstream systems
4. inefficient designs = unnecessary construction cost
5. ambitious roll-out targets but no robust plan to hit them
6. cost and risk of change
Everyone in the industry knows that the current solutions
don’t work.
Initially Biarri Networks believed that a pure software solution
was the best way to help clients. Sometimes this is true, however
through hundreds of conversations with engineering, planning,
and construction Executives, we learnt that the deployed
software approach created technical risk for many projects. A risk
that Biarri could remove by taking an innovative approach to the
whole value stream.
Many companies start with an IT-led approach to Fiber Network
Design. Generally the IT department runs a procurement process
and buys an expensive enterprise license for drafting software.
Then there is a long and expensive integration process and
training program for planners. It can take more than 12 months
before the teams start being productive.

Ultimately, the project still misses all of its target dates and
construction costs blow-out because the majority of the planning
software is founded in the concept of a human being manually
drawing lines on a map. Worse still, they have to break up design
areas into small chunks (around 100-200 households) to actually
do the design. Humans can’t process more than this at a time.
This results in inefficiencies in the design and planning process
and produces sub-optimal designs.
Recognising this challenge, Biarri established a completely
different approach using a suite of patented tools and processes
allowing areas of more than 10,000 households to be designed
in minutes with the most cost efficient design possible. And the
maths behind it makes it an indisputable fact.
Biarri QED - Quick. Elegant. Designs - is Design As A Service
providing optimized, fully constructable designs at a fixed cost.
There is no expensive and risky software integration program
and projects can be up and running in as little as a few weeks
from contract.
Every Network owner has subtle but significantly different
approaches to architecture, componentry, asset utilisation and
access to third party infrastructure. Our consultants work hand-inhand onsite with the key people at the customer’s site to ensure
the designs precisely match the requirements.
Ultimately that means that Network owners are able to achieve
their targets and have confidence that they are building the most
efficient Fiber Optic Network possible.
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THE SLOW ROAD TO 4K TV
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Think Americans always are the first to jump on the new-TVtechnology bandwagon? Think again. Sometimes, they’re just happy
with the status quo. In the case of 4K, that status quo is just fine for
now—but may not be down the road.
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According to a recent nationwide straw poll of everyday viewers
regarding their purchases of high-definition (HD), 4K Ultra HD and
even the far-future 8K (Full Ultra HD), 4K and 8K aren’t even in the
picture (no pun intended). It appears that, judging by their comments,
HD does everything that most couch potatoes want:
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• “ (I have) a nice, eight-year-old HDTV with a good refresh rate for
sports. Despite a slight capacitor glitch (which I fixed for less than
$10) two years ago, it has run wonderfully, and people always
remark at how wonderful the picture is!”
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• “ It took me a long time to go to HD and, unless one of the three HD
sets that I own craps out, I won’t be buying a new one!”
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• “ I also have two HD flat screens (42-in. and 36-in.) that I bought 10
years ago or so, when they cost almost $2,000 each. Those sizes
now cost about $150. I’ll wait until the new tech prices fall into the
same commodity price range.”
• “ My eyesight is not good enough to tell the difference, so I’ll wait
until current HD one gives up.”
• “ Nobody does 4K now. It was like HD in 1995. It’s a cool concept,
but talk to me when it’s actually done.”
And what about 8K? Even worse:
• “ Never even heard of 4K, let alone 8K. Got a large HDTV in 2008,
and I’m still happy with it. I’ll get my next TV when they make one
that lets me zap pop-ups and turn down the “background” music so
I can hear the damn dialog!”
• “ I bought one of the first 1080p LED flat screens more than 10 years
ago. It’s going to have to be a major step up to get me to buy The
Next Big Thing. Who knows what 8K is (or ever heard of it)?”
• “ Go 4K if you get a TV bigger than 32 inches, but you’ll want to find
out what your cable provider is actually broadcasting in. Might not
be worth the cost if you only get five channels in 4K or 8K.”

• “ Can anyone over 50 really tell the difference between 1080p and
8K anyway?”
Even so, TV manufacturers should take heart: Although global sales
of TV sets overall this year have been stagnant, sales of 4K models
have started to grow. Research house IHS said shipments of 4K TVs
topped 6 million units as of the second quarter of the year. That
number is not that significant globally, but it does represent a growth
acceleration of 197 percent year-over-year.
“The growth in 4K TVs is the direct result of increased price erosion
and more affordable tiers of 4K models becoming available,” the
group noted.

SLOW BUT SURE
With video content consumers just now beginning to warm up to
4K, operators and programmers alike should position themselves to
benefit from the cash generated by rolling out upgraded offerings.
And some are: Analysts at Northern Sky Research (NSR) said that
while fewer than 50 channels of direct-to-home 4K are available
this year across pay-TV and over-the-top (OTT) services, channel
offerings are expected to grow to approximately 130 by 2020, and to
more than 300 in 2024.
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Any pay-TV company that isn’t mapping out a 4K strategy now
could find themselves left far behind, especially considering that
OTT providers continue to lead the way on 4K. Companies like
Netflix have been able to jump into 4K early because of OTT’s lower
content-creation and distribution costs. It’s also convenient that as
of the second quarter, more than 20 percent of American homes are
paying for Internet speeds of 15Mbps or higher, according to Akamai
– the speed needed to support 4K video streaming.

WITH VIDEO CONTENT CONSUMERS JUST NOW
BEGINNING TO WARM UP TO 4K, OPERATORS
AND PROGRAMMERS ALIKE SHOULD POSITION
THEMSELVES TO BENEFIT FROM THE CASH
GENERATED BY ROLLING OUT UPGRADED OFFERINGS.

Telecom Edition

“Higher ARPUs from Ultra HD content have already been
demonstrated,” Crisp said. “This, combined with the fact that Ultra
HD TV sets are now lower in price than ever before – with Sharp
now selling Ultra HD TV sets for under $600 – means that linear TV
will follow in the footsteps of OTT services and start broadcasting
content soon in the new format.”
There is some movement on this front already: Cable MSO Comcast
is partnering with Samsung to broadcast 4K content, for instance.
And some satellite providers are testing 4K channels, while Even the
venerable NASA is partnering with vendor Harmonic on a channel
that will be distributed by SES’s AMC-18 satellite, which offers 4K
capacity. NASA TV UHD will be “the very first ever non-commercial
consumer market Ultra HD 4K channel devoted to what will obviously
be coverage of space-related subjects.”
Harmonic also is looking for more cable and OTT operators to
distribute NASA’s content to the consumer market.

THE COMING OF 8K?
The top 4K OTT providers are Amazon Prime, YouTube and Netflix,
with Ampere Analysis predicting Netflix garnering at least 130 million
subscribers by the end of 2020. No. 2 Amazon will have nearly 50
million viewers. Just a few months ago, Amazon Prime announced
plans for six more original series that will be shot in 4K.
“Ultra HD isn’t limited to the realm of linear TV – in fact, far from it.
The popularity of the format has already been demonstrated in North
America and elsewhere with the success of the Ultra HD subscriber
base on Netflix, where not only is Netflix able to charge higher
monthly fees for Ultra HD access, but actually been successful in
convincing customers to join this highest tier,” noted NSR analyst
Alan Crisp.
Pay-TV networks are meanwhile nowhere near ready to provision
and support 4K via set-top boxes, although competitive pressure and
shifting market forces may change that sooner rather than later.

And what of 8K? 8K resolution, not set to reach the marketplace until
perhaps 2020, offers resolution of 7680 x 4320 pixels (which is 16
times more detailed than 1080p).
At that size, it’s not really conducive to home TVs given that the
screen would need to be enormous in order for viewers to tell the
difference. Rather, says Digitimes Research, 8K displays will be used
for public and industrial displays, art galleries and museums, public
speaking areas, traffic-control operations, specialized monitors and
medical usage.
Japan’s NHK plans to test 8K next year during the 2016 World Cup
soccer competition, but it’s really looking to be up and running
for the 2020 Tokyo Summer Olympics. Whether there will be 8K
screens ready by that time is anyone’s guess.
The bottom line (and 8K aside), said NSR’s Crisp, “the upward trend
for Ultra HD is clearer than ever, and a failure to invest now will mean
a failure to tap into its growing premium revenues.” n
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THE DDOS CHALLENGE AND OPPORTUNITY IN A CARRIER
ENVIRONMENT
The “New IP” is considered to be the next evolution for Carrier
networks allowing Providers to move from a fixed infrastructure
to a more elastic, automated and distributed environment driven
by SDN and virtualization. The move to an all IP network and
leveraging enhancements such as SDN/NFV and virtualization
will invariably lead to broader revenue service opportunities and
faster service delivery capability. However, this evolution opens
Carriers to a broader range of security threats, including DDoS,
as their environment becomes more distributed and server and
application centric.
In fact, DDoS protection must be a proactive strategy, architected
at the onset, and not considered an afterthought. As with any
threat to the Internet connected business, Converged, Mobile or
Wireline Carriers have the opportunity to capitalize on the DDoS
challenge and are now enabled and better positioned to offer a
more robust set of subscriber focused security service offerings
with DDoS protection as-a-service.

THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT
As Carriers move toward a more distributed architecture by
deploying security services closer to the subscriber not only
for protection but also for monetization, hardened centralized
scrubbing operations are inflexible and becoming obsolete,
while localized DDoS mitigation operations are becoming the
solution of choice for many. An inline solution, deployed at the
appropriate peering points or as a scalable and flexible scrubbing
solution can cost effectively scale DDoS mitigation operations
from 10G up to 20G and even 40G at a fraction of the cost, with a
significantly reduced footprint – ideal for modern and distributed
network architecture. Reducing the overall operational footprint
by automating a significant amount of the DDoS mitigation
process and eliminating the attack as close to the entry point as
possible, Carriers are further enabled to provide real-time DDoS

protection, and take advantage of comprehensive and continuous
visibility into the network activity.
Enhanced visibility allows Carriers to easily identify what kind of
traffic (good or bad) is coming from a specific link, a byproduct for
future capacity and application planning delivering more efficient
and cost-effective network re-designs and enhanced subscriber
experience. With this new deployment model in mind, DDoS
protection as-a-service becomes a realistic revenue opportunity.
Initial cloud based scrubbing operations would be architected
around the discrete appliance model, but over time as the Carrier
yields more subscribers the solution can effectively move to a
virtual/SDN architecture to deliver greater scale of the capabilities
as the need arises.

GRASPING THE OPPORTUNITY WITH
CORERO NETWORK SECURITY
The Corero SmartWall® Network Threat Defense (TDS) solution
is an intelligent, always on platform that inspects traffic, detects
threats and blocks DDoS attacks allowing Carriers to deploy
centralized or distributed attack mitigation solutions that provide
DDoS threat protection. The SmartWall TDS solution delivers
20Gbps full-duplex performance in a ¼ wide, 1 RU form factor,
for modular, space-saving, security platforms that will change the
rules for inspection performance and security intelligence, while
providing an unprecedented level of scalability for the DDoS
protection as-a-service opportunities in a Carrier environment.
Visit www.corero.com for more information.
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WI-FI: GETTING FROM FREE TO WHEEEEEEEEE!
There is no doubt that broadband products and services, including
Wi-Fi, are the now-and-future cash cows for carriers. Next-generation
Wi-Fi stands to gain the most traction when it comes to providing
home, sports, hospitality, shopping, healthcare, academic and
enterprise device connectivity. However, most operators continue to
offer Wi-Fi as a customer perk, instead of charging a fee.

amounts), there are others that are. Boingo, a Los Angeles-based
hotspot provider that serves a reported 1 billion users annually,
charges for its wares and enjoys a major global wholesale Wi-Fi
roaming presence, with more than 1 million installations, including
100,000 Time Warner hotspots in the United States.
Other carrier customers offering Boingo services include AT&T,
Sprint, Verizon and NTT DoCoMo, each of which picks up the tab
for their customers’ usage. Boingo’s newest customer is Deutsche
Telekom, whose “Business WiFi” enterprise customers now can tap
into Boingo’s Wi-Fi in airports, hotels and shopping malls globally.
Boingo’s second-quarter 2015 revenues topped $34 million, an
increase of 20.7 percent compared with $28.4 million a year earlier.
The company predicts third-quarter revenues to range between
$34.5 million and $36.5 million; and for full-year 2015, those numbers
could be somewhere between $136 million and $141 million.
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MOVING BEYOND THE FREE HOTSPOT

That phenomenon is about to become more widespread, as well. If
Charter Communications is successful in its bid to merge with Time
Warner Cable, it says it will build 300,000 additional public Wi-Fi
hotspots.
“Cable companies such as Comcast, Cablevision and Time Warner
have deployed millions of public Wi-Fi access points in homes,
shopping centers, retail stores and commuter stations that are
available to their broadband customers to access when away from
their homes and offices,” said Randall Schwartz, principal consultant
at Wireless 20/20. “Much effort is being made to determine how
these operators can generate revenue from Wi-Fi services that
should be offered free.”
Worse, while carriers aren’t making anything off of their hotspots
(unless you translate reduced customer churn into hard dollar

According to the Wireless Broadband Alliance (WBA), some $150
billion in next-gen Wi-Fi revenue will be up for grabs worldwide
by 2018. Analysts at Research and Markets forecast that the Wi-Fi
market will grow from $14.8 billion this year to $33.6 billion by 2020.
That’s money that carriers are for now largely leaving on the table.

Business Networks Are Cloudy,
Insecure and Mobile

Part of that will come from business and consumer users paying for
hotspot access—but organizations are increasingly looking to blanket
their offices, factories and other locations with the stuff, to support an
explosion of connected devices and the Internet of Things (IoT).

Wi-Fi: Getting From Free To
Wheeeeeeeee!

ACCORDING TO THE WIRELESS BROADBAND ALLIANCE
(WBA), SOME $150 BILLION IN NEXT-GEN WI-FI
REVENUE WILL BE UP FOR GRABS WORLDWIDE BY
2018.
“Companies in the technology space are increasingly seeing Wi-Fi as
an important piece of their long-term corporate strategy,” wrote Mark
Lowenstein, managing director of Mobile Ecosystem.
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It’s hardly cost-effective for organizations (or consumers, for that
matter), to use the 4G mobile network to support widespread device
connectivity. Nor is there enough bandwidth or spectrum in today’s
mobile networks to enable that scenario at scale. So, until 5G makes
its way into the mainstream, Wi-Fi offload will continue to be critical
to enabling IoT. It’s here that operators rolling out carrier Wi-Fi—
backhauled to their terrestrial networks—stand to gain a golden
opportunity.
“Many operators are missing the elephant in the room,” Lowenstein
said. “The revenue potential of all of these other revenue schemes
pales in comparison to the revenue potential to sell capacity to
operators through Wi-Fi offload.”
But traditional providers need to acknowledge that elephant fairly
quickly or risk being left behind. Google, Amazon, Microsoft and a
host of equipment manufacturers have introduced services and gear
aimed at snatching market share away from cable operators, wireless
providers and telcos.

Telecom Edition

QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Operators looking to launch carrier Wi-Fi as a way to monetize new
and existing customers, and to introduce new quad-play services,
will be required to give customers the quality of service they
have come to expect from wired networks. But so far, that hasn’t
happened.
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Unlicensed-spectrum standards are not as well-defined as those for
licensed spectrum; and after analyzing 250 Wi-Fi access points in
its hometown of Montreal, XCellAir, which quantifies Wi-Fi Quality
of Experience (QoE), discovered deep pockets of underutilization
and inefficiency (interference, bad spectrum management), thus
impacting user experience.
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A WBA REPORT CONDUCTED BY MARAVEDIS RETHINK
RESEARCH REVEALED THAT BY 2020, 80 PERCENT OF
THE WORLD’S OPERATORS PLAN TO SUPPORT SOME
FORM OF IOT AND MACHINE-TO-MACHINE (M2M)
COMMUNICATIONS ON CARRIER-GRADE WI-FI THAT
CAN OFFER AT LEAST 10MBPS THROUGHPUT.

“2015 will be a landmark year for Wi-Fi, with key technical and market
developments which will enable new business models for existing
and new service providers,” said Maravedis Rethink Research
analyst Caroline Gabriel. “As well as driving new hotspot buildouts
and service launches in the one-to-three-year timeframe, it will also
lay the foundations for Wi-Fi’s prominent role in the wireless world
of 2020, which will see an even bigger explosion of consumer,
enterprise, and IoT services and providers.”

Operators “could fail to capture up to $18 billion of opportunity
cost if they continue to poorly manage unregulated spectrum,” it
concluded.

A WBA report conducted by Maravedis Rethink Research revealed
that by 2020, 80 percent of the world’s operators plan to support
some form of IoT and machine-to-machine (M2M) communications on
carrier-grade Wi-Fi that can offer at least 10Mbps throughput.

There are steps that carriers can take, however, to mitigate
these issues. Research group Real Wireless recommends using
automatic, intelligent and scalable interference and radio-resource
management; and implementing fault-avoidance techniques.

“The past few years have been transformative for the Wi-Fi industry.
The technology is now carrier-grade (meeting or exceeding five
9s), having matured in terms of robustness, bandwidth and user
experience,” said WBA CEO Shrikant Shenwai. “This has led to an
explosion of deployments around the world, creating the perfect
environment for service innovation. This shift will spark an explosion
in the range of services which consumers and enterprises can use,
and in the monetization options for operators.”

If successful, carriers can find differentiation points—and a
justification for premium pricing—by offering a service-managed
experience.

Aside from the IoT opportunity, Infonetics Research points to three
different ways to monetize Wi-Fi going forward: tiered/premium
hotspots, managed deployments and Wi-Fi roaming.
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Otherwise, “our study reveals the destructive impact of poor Wi-Fi
QoE management in cannibalizing valuable network capacity,”
explained Simon Saunders, director of technology at Real Wireless.
“Carrier Wi-Fi technology is central to supporting most global 4G
and, ultimately, 5G network architectures to deliver the best possible
user experience. This is especially important in dense urban areas. It
is, therefore, critical that operators take action to ensure Wi-Fi does
not become the weak link and prevent service differentiation.” n
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CUSTOMER KNOWS BEST
The best companies strive for innovation. New ideas keep
customers happy and provide an edge over competitors, right?
That’s mostly true, but change simply for the sake of change
doesn’t have a meaningful impact
To produce true innovation, look to your customers. Many
companies benefit by leveraging “Big Data” when it comes to
making strategic decisions about how to enhance a product
or service; however, real game changing insights are often
uncovered in those one-on-one discussions with customers.
Nothing beats walking in your customer’s shoes to help identify
what would really make them feel like they are floating!
When I speak with Fonality users, I almost always come away
with new insights into how our tools are being used and how we
can make them even better. One of the most valuable lessons
I’ve learned is customers have a different definition of innovation.
Sometimes innovation can mean not changing what’s already
working. The same things you’re trying to improve, they may
already be satisfied with.

KNOW WHEN AND HOW TO INNOVATE
After investing time and money modernizing our Heads Up
Display™ (HUD) architecture and introducing new capabilities, we
learned a humbling lesson: It didn’t matter to customers that the
tool looked somewhat dated. To them, we were trying to fix a tool
that wasn’t broken.
We learned once someone is comfortable something, they may
not be wildly receptive to change. So, we try to be supportive
and acknowledge that. We tell them we want them to continue
enjoying the technology, and we aren’t going to require an
upgrade. That’s why we’ve kept our first generation tool, HUD
Classic, while continuing to innovate with HUD Web. We needed
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both versions to coexist, and offer new customers the modern
experience they desired.
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MATTERS
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It’s great to collect feedback, but the work doesn’t end there.
Customers want tangible proof we’ve acted on their input.
One example of this is Fonality’s install template. We thought it
was extremely easy to work with our Smart Start technology, a
website we directed customers to for direction on their set up
process.
But in reality, many small businesses that are new to VoIP didn’t
understand many of the questions and got frustrated with the
tool. “You are the experts,” customers would tell us. “Why don’t
you configure the system to how most businesses want it set up?”
We embraced this change, and it has dramatically accelerated our
install process and improved our initial customer satisfaction.
Customers know what they like and don’t like about the tools they
use. They are intimately familiar with the frustrations they face on
a daily basis, whether those arise from working with a product or
interacting with customer service. Most importantly, they know
what they need – better than you do. Because of this coveted
knowledge customers hold, any company that’s truly passionate
about innovation needs to be passionate about their customers.
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IS THE NEED FOR 5G VALID?
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The race to 5G has begun, but it’s going to be a marathon rather
than a sprint. 4G LTE appears to be good enough for today’s
consumers and enterprises, and there hasn’t been much clamoring
for the next big boost.

marketing for 5G essentially is the same as it was for 4G/LTE/LTEAdvanced: A better network and a better user experience for apps
and content. But the question remains whether anyone will want that
or need that, at least in the short term.

So right now, it’s a solution in search of a problem. But is that
problem on the horizon?

In his musings regarding the next G, Forrester Research principal
analyst Dan Bieler noted in his blog, “I expect network infrastructure
vendors to start hyping the ‘huge’ opportunities that 5G will bring
to telcos in the form of cost savings, network efficiencies and new
business models…But I remain cautious about the 5G pitch in the
absence of clear technology specifications, let alone any working 5G
devices.”

5G: A PROFILE
The two primary drivers for 5G (formal proposed International
Telecommunication Union name: IMT-2020) will be better broadband
performance (76 percent) and supporting the Internet of Things
(IoT) (74 percent), according to a survey by the Telecommunications
Industry Association—voice plays no significant part in the 5G
universe.
And considering that analysis like the Cisco Visual Networking Index
predicts that mobile data traffic will grow 1,000-fold by 2020, the
consensus is that 5G will need to rival fiber’s speed capabilities.
Although the ITU has not designated an actual speed for IMT-2020
systems, vendors and governments are starting to take that task
upon themselves.
For instance, South Korea’s Ministry of Science, ICT and Future
Planning is insisting that 5G must support 20Gbps of data. For
comparison’s sake, 4G offers 1Gbps at its theoretical top end.
And not only that, it specifies that 5G should be able to channel
more than 100Mbps of data each to 1 million+ IoT devices per square
kilometer.
With all of that bandwidth quite literally at their fingertips, 5G
subscribers (the human ones) will be able to do things like download
3D movies in about six seconds, as opposed to six minutes on 4G.
They’ll also be able to stream 8K video with ease. To put that in
perspective, 8K will provide twice the resolution of today’s 4K and
16 times that of 1080p HD—making for much larger bandwidth
requirements to support playback quality than today’s formats.

WHEREFORE 5G?
To recap: High bandwidth. Low latency. Crazy data. Extremely
high-definition video. An even better Internet of Things (IoT). The
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He added, more importantly, at this stage I see very few businesscase scenarios that would justify the significant investments that are
necessary for 5G. CIOs should listen and learn about 5G possibilities
but not get worked up about 5G opportunities.”

THE MARKETING FOR 5G ESSENTIALLY IS THE SAME
AS IT WAS FOR 4G/LTE/LTE-ADVANCED: A BETTER
NETWORK AND A BETTER USER EXPERIENCE FOR
APPS AND CONTENT.

While he has no doubt there will be a 5G, Bieler also believes that
while the normal wireless user blows through two gigabits of data
per month now on 4G, “it could be many years beyond 2020 before
consumers require 200 to 300 gigabits of data that would make 5G
necessary.”

COMMERCIAL BEGINNINGS
Despite the accusations of it being overkill, 5G is beginning to see
some nascent traction on the commercial front. China’s Huawei
for instance has committed to investing at least $600 million in 5G
R&D between now and 2018, at which time it plans to partner with
MegaFon, the second-largest wireless carrier in Russia, to trial the
technology during the FIFA 2018 soccer competition.
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5G demos also are in the works for the 2018 PyeongChang Winter
Olympics in South Korea, and the 2020 Summer Olympics in Tokyo.
Actual network deployment could begin in 2020, with consumer
cutovers sometime in 2025.
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Asia-Pacific isn’t the only region working on 5G development. Field
trials of the next iteration are set to begin in 2016 by Verizon and
its partners Alcatel-Lucent, Cisco, Ericsson, Nokia, Qualcomm and
Samsung.
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“5G is no longer a dream of the distant future,” said Roger Gurnani,
Verizon’s executive vice president and chief information and
technology architect “We feel a tremendous sense of urgency to
push forward on 5G, and mobilize the ecosystem by collaborating
with industry leaders and developers to usher in a new generation of
innovation.”
The European Union meanwhile is funding 5G public/private
partnerships with telcos to the tune of $4.2 billion, in hopes of being
able to keep up with the United States and Asia when it comes to
advanced wireless communications.

THE 5G SECURITY CAVEAT
One can’t discuss the promise of 5G without considering potential
gating factors. And as with many things in this day and age,
cybersecurity is front and center when it comes to challenges for the
technology.
While it’s still too early to specify 5G security protocols, Dave
Waterson, founder and CEO of SentryBay in the U.K., has outlined
three challenges that will be faced by 5G providers.
>> HOW TO PROTECT BILLIONS OF CONNECTED DEVICES: In
a 5G environment, ransomware victims could be locked out of their
houses and cars as well as from many other devices hooked into the
IoT. And the more devices there are, the more chance there is for
DDoS attacks.
>> HOW TO PREVENT MALICIOUS FILE TRANSFERS: More and
faster data transfers translates into increased threats of malicious
activity. Because of the sheer number of transmissions, data
exfiltration or large malicious file transfers could be overlooked.
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>> NEW TECHNOLOGY WILL SPAWN NEW KINDS OF SECURITY
BREACHES: IoT-related activities like remote, robot-performed
surgery and driverless cars (already demo’d on every U.S. news
show, thanks to Google and Tesla) will be particularly enabled by 5G.
Hacking incidents clearly could be catastrophic.

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
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Because international 5G protocols still are nascent, Waterson
warns that any proposed standards and definitions include security
components right from the beginning to help ensure 5G products
and services are the most protected technologies once they hit the
marketplace.

The Slow Road to 4K TV

Bottom line? Despite all the hype and promises, 5G remains largely a
product of conjecture and hope.

Is The Need For 5G Valid?

“The 5G debate has started with great fanfare, hype and confusion,
but little substance about what it is exactly and what it is not,” said
Stéphane Téral, research director for mobile infrastructure and carrier
economics at IHS. “For now, the mindset is still locked into mobile
broadband as we know it with LTE, so it’s good that the ITU has just
stepped in to define 5G in its brand new IMT-2020.” n
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FIXING THE BROKEN STATE OF MOBILE SECURITY
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BY ANDREW LOCHART, VP MARKETING & PRODUCTS, MOBOLIZE

We are at an inflection point in how users view mobile security.
Firesheep, Stagefright and Instapaper are just the latest wake-up
calls. Unfortunately, the Android update process remains too slow
to be of any help, so users need tools to protect themselves. It’s
time for real security solutions on the mobile device – ones that
actually block malware and prevent snooping in real time.
In the PC era, the number of ways that hackers could steal your
data was relatively limited. But with today’s mobile devices and
their abundance of radios (cellular, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth), the ways
hackers get to your device and data has multiplied. The “attack
surface” of smartphones is much bigger than that of PCs. And
with smartphones far outnumbering PCs, there are many more
potential victims.
Most users think downloading a bad app is the main security risk
(if they even think about security at all), so the Stagefright hack is
an eye opener. This video shows just how easy it is for someone
to hack your phone without ever touching it or getting you to
download a malicious app. All they have to do is send you an
MMS message. And Android can’t stop it.
Why is this happening? Since the first iPhone, we’ve witnessed an
unprecedented amount of new functionality – and vulnerabilities
– delivered by mobile OSs. Users love all the new things they
can do with their smartphones, but don’t think about the security
tradeoffs.
This isn’t because Apple and Google are writing worse code. It’s
simply that the more complex software becomes, the more prone
to errors it is, and therefore the more vulnerabilities it contains.
Vulnerabilities across Android and iOs have increased 6,000%
since the operating systems were introduced [CVE database
(cvedetails.com)].
Unfortunately, the typical user believes that “bad apps” are the
problem. Focusing on apps blinds us to much greater threats –

the ones that arrive through all those radios smartphones have.
Hackers can access your mobile device via:
•	App installs
•	File downloads and file sharing
•	Unsolicited MMS and hacked email accounts
•	Hacked websites, search results, phishing sites
•	Nearby devices pushing malware
•	Wi-Fi snooping, fake Wi-Fi hotspots, DNS hijacking, MITM (man
in the middle) attacks
In other words, attacks are bypassing the app store and arriving
at other parts of the attack surface.
The smartphone itself needs to be protected via an app, right on
the device, not via a cloud solution. And the protection cannot
be reactive, like scanning a new file for viruses after it’s already
downloaded. Smartphones need to detect malware at all entry
points. They need to encrypt traffic at the device for protection on
all networks – cellular and Wi-Fi.
App-based mobile data protection puts users in control and stops
threats before they get onto the phone. These solutions scale
better than any network based approach, leveraging the massive
deployment scale of smartphones, and are much less expensive
then network based, cloud or hardware solutions.
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HARNESSING THE FAST-GROWING IOT OPPORTUNITY
The ascension of ubiquitous cloud services has ushered in the rise
of the Internet of Things (IoT). And while IoT is a buzzword in danger
of being overused, the reality is that this emerging ecosystem
offers important, fresh revenue streams for communications service
providers (CSPs).

TELCOS, CABLECOS AND COMPETITIVE SERVICE
PROVIDERS CAN USE THEIR INFRASTRUCTURE TO
PROVIDE VALUE-ADDS AROUND THINGS LIKE IOT
PROVISIONING AND SECURITY—A CRITICAL MOVE
AS REVENUES FROM CORE VOICE AND MESSAGING
SERVICES CONTINUE TO DECLINE.

TABLE OF CONTENTS:

percent of respondents have already deployed IoT solutions, or plan
to deploy in the next 12 months.
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“IoT momentum continues to grow, and our survey shows that it is
seen as strategic to the enterprise,” said Vernon Turner, senior vice
president and research fellow at IDC.

Recognition of Best In Show
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And whatever the machines are saying, their conversations have the
potential to generate millions in revenue for CSPs, and not just from
the basic connectivity.
“Connectivity represents only about 10 to 15 percent of the total
M2M revenue pie,” said IDC analyst Ina Malatinska. “It has become
a commodity, and we expect connectivity ARPUs to continue falling
dramatically.”
Instead, telcos, cablecos and competitive service providers can
use their infrastructure to provide value-adds around things like IoT
provisioning, and security—a critical move as revenues from core
voice and messaging services continue to decline.

Connected cars, connected homes, connected medical records,
connected wearables and connected businesses: IoT, and its
cousin, machine-to-machine (M2M) communications, are made up
of hardware endpoints that talk to the cloud, talk to each other and
talk to us—without sentient humans operating them. As TechTarget
describes, an IoT endpoint “can be a person with a heart monitor
implant, a farm animal with a biochip transponder, an automobile
that has built-in sensors to alert the driver when tire pressure is low
— or any other natural or man-made object that can be assigned
an IP address and provided with the ability to transfer data over a
network.”
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And while balancing privacy and security in the age of connectedeverything will require ongoing effort, the payoff is considerable,
for CSPs and for the economy at large. McKinsey Global Institute
forecasts that IoT usage will create economic benefits ranging from
$4 trillion to $11 trillion by 2025, and the group says these numbers
may be low.
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A POST-CONNECTIVITY OPPORTUNITY

PATHWAYS TO REVENUE

The immediate market potential resides in the enterprise space,
both in terms of spending and the number of endpoints connected.
According to IDC’s recent global IoT decision-maker survey, 73

WI-FI AND BIG DATA
Perhaps the easiest way for service providers to boost their IoT
presence in the near-term is by leveraging carrier Wi-Fi. Telcos,

FIERCE INNOVATION AWARDS 2015
cablecos and others already offer additional mobile device coverage
and traffic offload from the mobile Internet using Wi-Fi; and it’s widely
expected that Wi-Fi will be the enabling technology that opens the
door to enterprise use of IoT as well.
“Manufacturers in the IoT and smart-home industries increasingly
rely on Wi-Fi to connect their products, and interoperability for those
products remains as important as ever,” said Edgar Figueroa, Wi-Fi
Alliance president and CEO.
The Alliance is working on helping CSPs expand their presence
here, notably by developing guidelines for performance-enhancing
features to help service providers keep up with high bandwidth
requirements from such services as video streaming.
The industry group, whose membership includes Comcast, T-Mobile
US, Nokia, Cisco, Apple and Microsoft, is also working on the
demand side of the market, with its Implementer Membership
program.

BECAUSE SENSORS ARE THE CIRCULATION SYSTEM
OF THE IOT, MILLIONS OF THEM WILL BE DEPLOYED TO
MONITOR ALL ASPECTS OF BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
LIVES, PUTTING PRIVACY AT A PREMIUM.
Manufacturers “will be able to certify [IoT] products for Wi-Fi
interoperability, legacy compatibility and secure operation with
billions of devices in the installed base at an entry-point level of
membership investment,” it said. The first iteration of the program
concentrates on developing use cases for energy efficiency
standards in wearables, sensor networks and industrial automation.
“The Implementer Membership will ensure that the terrific Wi-Fi
user experience of the last 15 years extends to these new device
categories and market segments, and that buyers will only need to
look for the ‘Wi-Fi Certified’ seal of approval when they shop,” said
Figueroa.
IoT analytics is another arena where service providers can carve
out an important niche for themselves. “The growing wealth of
information — from social media, location and context-sensitive
data collected from mobile devices and the IoT — is increasing the
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volume, velocity and variety of that information, radically expanding
the scope of the 360-degree customer profile,” said Douglas Laney,
vice president at Gartner.
He noted that although some companies have begun to invest in
customer-based big-data technologies (hoping for direct or indirect
monetization), many of them “lack business models to monetize their
customer data”—opening the door for CSPs.
Capitalizing on analytics will also take market education. A study by
the McKinsey Global Institute found that most IoT data are not used:
“For example, on an oil rig that has 30,000 sensors, only 1 percent
of the data are examined. That’s because this information is used
mostly to detect and control anomalies — not for optimization and
prediction, which provide the greatest value.”
PRIVACY, SECURITY ISSUES
Despite all of this promise, there are significant challenges that
CSPs will need to keep in mind. Because sensors are the circulation
system of the IoT, millions of them will be deployed to monitor all
aspects of business and personal lives, putting privacy at a premium.
Some industry-watchers paint a picture of doom and gloom: “The
effects will be widespread but pernicious…By 2025, we will have
long ago given up our privacy,” said Peter R. Jacoby, professor at
San Diego Mesa College. “The Internet of Things will demand — and
we will give willingly — our souls.”
Nick Wredenn, University of Technology Malaysia, had a similar take,
as quoted in a Pew Research survey.
“There will be absolutely no privacy, not even in the jungle, away
from civilization,” he said. “I don’t like this, but people have shown
over and over again that they are willing to trade away their souls for
a ‘$1 off’ coupon.”
Security is another real bugbear—one that is already being played
out in the transportation sector.
Connected cars make up one of the hottest IoT arenas, with many
vehicles and their functions already connected to the Internet.
Before leaving Cisco to join Intel as senior vice president/general
manager of Intel Security, Christopher Young noted that while this
development is good for owners and mechanics when it comes
to diagnostics, “it is also, unfortunately, too easy to imagine how
these world-changing developments could go terribly wrong when
attacked or corrupted by bad actors.”
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Consider what would happen if an IoT-equipped car was hacked
and stopped in traffic. Or if it were hijacked, with the owner having
no control over where it was being driven. There are already
demonstrated hacks that can do just that. And in fact, one proof-ofconcept that allowed researchers to remotely control the steering,
brakes, infotainment system and more prompted Chrysler to recall
millions of Jeeps this fall.
“I think of all the new story lines that can be opened up for shows
like ’24,’ where the hero attacks the villain’s car, takes control
and drives it into a tree (or to a secure location where the villain
is apprehended),” said Dan York, senior content strategist at the
Internet Society. “I think of DDoS attacks against cars. I think of
malware infecting the car. I think of how many ways software can go
wrong. And I find myself thinking I’d really like a vehicle without any
computers whatsoever!”
GETTING FROM HERE TO THERE
All of that said, it’s easy to see the societal upside for IoT. The
McKinsey report for example estimated that, sometime in 2025,
annual sales of remote-monitoring apps could top $1 trillion while
improving the health of chronic-disease patients. Sensors could and

Telecom Edition

PERHAPS THE EASIEST WAY FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS
TO BOOST THEIR IOT PRESENCE IN THE NEAR-TERM IS
BY LEVERAGING CARRIER WI-FI.

should monitor patients for early signs of incidents like heart attacks,
or for needed changes in medications depending on biological
conditions.
The Internet Society’s latest white paper perhaps sums up what
needs to happen to help ensure a more palatable transition from
a human-manipulated Web to one more dominated by machines:
“Ultimately, solutions for maximizing the benefits of the Internet of
Things while minimizing the risks will not be found by engaging
in a polarized debate that pits the promises of IoT against its
possible perils. Rather, it will take informed engagement, dialogue,
and collaboration across a range of stakeholders to plot the most
effective ways forward.” n
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INNOVATE OR PERISH…WHERE WILL CARRIERS FALL?
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In most countries, mobile penetration is reaching a saturation
point, leaving carriers in a highly commoditized and competitive
marketplace. Customers are demanding value and are quick to
leave for the next best offer. Competition, OTT and increased
regulation have forced mobile network operators to invest heavily
in their networks for speed, reach and quality in order to just
keep up and create a product and service offering that will stop
customers from jumping ship. For mobile carriers, the need to
differentiate and create value for their customers has never been
so acute. Simply put, they need to innovate or perish.

Further, SpectrumMAX turns every Wi-Fi access point in the
world into an extension of its network offering calling and
messaging applications that build customer affinity in much the
same way as an OTT application. Yet, unlike OTT, the mobile
carrier remains in control of their subscriber base, retaining all of
the insights gleaned from years of customer relationships, with
branding, experience and a degree of monetization that can’t be
achieved with OTT.
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While disruption is inevitable in our industry, let it be the carrier
who retains and delights customers, rather than slowly let the
control slip away to a third party. As customer demands and
options continue to proliferate, carriers now have a choice for
delivering innovative products and services in a technically
and economically efficient way to stay competitive and keep
customers loyal.
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The fastest and most efficient solutions harness existing
infrastructure and offer customers what they want most: Wi-Fi
calling, global coverage, rich messaging and enriched calling
features that replicate the functionality of many OTTs – such
as Whatsapp, Viber – yet seamlessly integrate into their
mobile service in a visually, functional appealing, and intuitive
experience. For the carriers, being able to offer this without multiyear modifications to their network, significant upfront capital
outlay, and burgeoning support costs has been a challenge.
Most also lack a flexible user-facing platform that allows them to
innovate and bring services that will keep customers loyal to the
brand.
A new player in the market, SpectrumMAX, is disrupting the
customer battlefield by offering a seamless communications
solution that delivers white-label services quickly, affordably
and easily integrated into the overall user experience. Carriers
can build and deploy new services and reach new markets on a
standards-based integration to their existing network, all while
minimizing capital investments, network changes and OEM
harder development.

About the author: Iynky Maheswaran is Vice President Asia
Pacific for SpectrumMAX, which delivers seamless Wi-Fi Calling,
SMS and MMS service to mobile service providers that want to
expand their network and performance, increase their customer
base, eliminate dropout and boost profitability – all white labeled
to the carrier without additional network changes and no CAPEX
outlay. More information can be found at SpectrumMAX.com
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Airvana, part of CommScope, enables mobile operators to deliver dramatically better service to subscribers in the most
challenging and high-value environments: public venues, offices, and in the home. The company’s award-winning 4G
LTE and 3G small cell solutions ensure superior data performance, “five bar” voice coverage, and expanded capacity for
wireless services. Airvana products include the OneCell C-RAN small cell system for public venues and large enterprises,
the S1000 LTE-plus-Wi-Fi solution for small and medium businesses, and the Device Management System (DMS) for
deployment and support of large-scale small cell networks.
Headquartered in Chelmsford, Mass., USA, Airvana is a founding member of the Small Cell Forum and has 15 years of
experience providing commercial wireless equipment to over 90 operators globally. In 2015 Airvana became part of
CommScope, a global leader in wireless networks. For more information, visit www.airvana.com.
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Altiostar is the mobile broadband industry’s first provider of Virtual RAN (vRAN) with Ethernet front haul, for softwareintensive LTE eNodeB. Our unique solution is designed to improve quality of experience, enhance spectral efficiency and
significantly reduce Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
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Altiostar has developed an expanding portfolio of LTE eNodeB solutions for all notable LTE bands and for all deployment
scenarios. The vRAN solution is the foundation for evolution towards 5G in the near future. It provides elastic scalability,
faster and low risk innovation agility with a common NFV+SDN enabled platform, significant cost savings with commercial
off-the-shelf hardware, and LTE-A advanced feature capability based on C-RAN architecture. The vRAN solution provides
the platform for running software intelligence at the edge for mobile edge computing.

Business Networks Are Cloudy,
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To learn more about Altiostar, please visit www.altiostar.com or follow us @altiostar.
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Ascom Network Testing offers expertise and solutions that enable wireless operators to expand network capacity, improve
operational efficiency and deliver a premier customer experience. Ascom develops its own line of mobile network testing,
monitoring and post-processing solutions that have been trusted by mobile operators for decades. Today, Ascom’s TEMS
™ solutions enable field testing of mobile networks, automated post processing of data collected, OSS-based network
troubleshooting and optimization, and application testing and monitoring.
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Visit www.ascom.com/networktesting
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AT YIPTV, INNOVATING AROUND THE EDGES OF A NEW TV MARKET
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BY MICHAEL TRIBOLET

When our merry band of disrupters from the early days of Vonage
looked at potential opportunities to innovate in the nascent
video-streaming market via Internet-capable TVs with broadband
connectivity, we noticed three significant factors.
First, consumer dissatisfaction with traditional cable and satellite
TV services providers in the United States was so widespread in
early to mid 2014 that people had started dumping those services
in favor of content more to their liking that they could get online
more cheaply. “Cord cutting” was beginning in earnest among
consumers who wanted more choice for less.
Second, U.S. Census data showed another vast, underserved
audience for alternative programming – the more than 40 million
people living in the U.S. who were born elsewhere and retained
cultural ties to their home countries. A sizable percentage of
those immigrants are Spanish-speaking.
Third was the shift to consumers viewing TV programs on their
mobile devices – particularly so among foreign-born consumers
who often couldn’t afford to own both smartphones and smart
TVs.
Taken together, those factors convinced us there was plenty of
room for a provider of broadband Over The Top (OTT) television
that would be decidedly different from anything else in the
market.
Thus was born YipTV (Your individualized, personalized TV) and
our drive toward aggregating hundreds of channels carrying
programming that mostly originates outside the U.S. and to offer
them in multiple languages to consumers from throughout the
Spanish-speaking world, from European countries, India, China
and elsewhere.
And, along with the distinctive content, we resolved to
differentiate further on the basis of price –subscriptions at only
$14.99 per month – and unsurpassed customer care.

We launched in early May 2015 offering 50 channels, including
more than a dozen that are always free. Five months later,
the YipTV lineup of channels now numbers more than 80,
consisting of news, sports, drama, entertainment, lifestyle,
celebrities, talkshows, kids TV, religious programs, music and
more. Subscribership exceeds our projections for this point in our
company’s trajectory.
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We’re proud to say that no other provider of broadband OTT
television in the United States offers as many live-TV channels,
as affordably and with the diversity of viewing options that
YipTV does today. We expect to keep adding new channels
as we negotiate with owners of additional content to bring our
subscribers channels from India, China and elsewhere in Asia
to complement our current concentration of Spanish-language
channels.
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Just as many on our leadership team did at Vonage in the early
days of VoiP, we’re out to prove that we can succeed again
by taking to market a completely differentiated product that’s
targeted perfectly at an underserved market segment that’s
willing to buy.
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Michael Tribolet is a co-founder and CEO of YipTV, which
provides low-cost, live television channels, including international
network and domestic content. YipTV sends video content via
the public internet to broadband users, bypassing legacy cable
systems and satellite services.
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Formed in 2012, Federated Wireless, Inc., a subsidiary of Allied Minds (LSE: ALM), provides innovative cloud-based
wireless infrastructure solutions to extend the access of carrier networks. Our dynamic Spectrum Access System (SAS) will
revolutionize the way in which spectrum is allocated, managed, and optimized. Our unique approach incorporates a neural
network of radio sensors allowing interference free access to low-cost, high-quality, licensed spectrum. Our solution breaks
down traditional barriers of high cost and exclusive spectrum. Our differentiated business model creates opportunities for
more efficient and innovative approaches to spectrum. Federated Wireless is headquartered in Arlington, VA, with offices in
Boston, MA and Sunnyvale, CA.
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SpectrumMAX enables mobile carriers to build and deploy carrier-branded products and services quickly, affordably
into the network. Services include Wi-Fi Calling, SMS/MMS, Rich Messaging services and much more. Carriers remain
in control of their subscriber base with the ability to monetize offerings, while minimizing the OTT application threat.
SpectrumMAX services are standards based, readily deployable, require no network changes, no CapEx outlay and no
OEM device development. Applications work on both GSM, CDMA and LTE mobile networks with android and iOS and
offer seamless interconnection to 2G, 3G and 4G networks. Finally a solution that lets mobile carriers retain the customers
they’ve worked so hard to get: http://www.spectrummax.com
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Addressing persistent challenges in both mobile and fixed networks, Tarana has combined many antennas, unique
algorithm innovations, and expert implementation to create the industry’s first truly viable wireless alternative to prohibitively
expensive last-mile fiber. Well proven in commercial engagements with Vodafone and 35+ other tier-1 mobile and fixed
operators worldwide, the company’s AbsoluteAir product line offers fundamental advances in wireless performance and
autonomous adaptation that yield dramatic improvements in the economics and deployment flexibility of radio network
backhaul, fiber extension, and fixed access. Founded in 2009 by UC Berkeley computer scientists and Silicon Valley
veterans in smart RF and precise digital beamforming technologies, Tarana’s breakthroughs have been fueled by a rich
combination of the latest in RF research and decades of real-world wireless system development experience. The company
is currently ramping production and channel partnerships with industry leaders such as Nokia and SIAE to meet clamorous
global demand for its solutions.
For more information, visit www.taranawireless.com.
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THE vRAN REVOLUTION IS HERE!
To learn more visit us online at ALTIOSTAR.COM
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Verizon is a global leader delivering innovative information and communications technology solutions for wireline and
wireless service providers.
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Verizon is offering Inside Hut as the latest product innovation for wireless carriers. Inside Hut is a service arrangement in
which wireless carriers can leverage Verizon strategic central office buildings and infrastructures to enable their small cells
and distributed antenna systems (DAS) deployment in a C-RAN architecture. Wireless carriers can expect opex and capex
savings, lower power consumption, and faster radio site deployment relative to traditional RAN architecture.
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As a network solution in augmenting network capacity and improving service coverage, Inside Hut is a game-changer in the
wireless backhaul evolution.
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Airvana, part of CommScope, enables mobile operators to deliver dramatically better service to subscribers in the most
challenging and high-value environments: public venues, offices, and in the home. The company’s award-winning 4G
LTE and 3G small cell solutions ensure superior data performance, “five bar” voice coverage, and expanded capacity for
wireless services. Airvana products include the OneCell C-RAN small cell system for public venues and large enterprises,
the S1000 LTE-plus-Wi-Fi solution for small and medium businesses, and the Device Management System (DMS) for
deployment and support of large-scale small cell networks.
Headquartered in Chelmsford, Mass., USA, Airvana is a founding member of the Small Cell Forum and has 15 years of
experience providing commercial wireless equipment to over 90 operators globally. In 2015 Airvana became part of
CommScope, a global leader in wireless networks. For more information, visit www.airvana.com.
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CONSTRUCTIONREADY DESIGN FOR A 150K CITY

IN 15 DAYS
1 Hut
Up to 24 X 432 Cables
≤ 6 X FOSCs

600+ MDUs

Splice

60 cable
1 FOSC
≤ 3 X 60 Fibre Cables
≤ 4 X FAPs p/cable

432 Cale

FDH

Splitter

FAP
12 Fibre Cables
8 for MST, 4 Spare

216 cable
FOSC

FDH

AF
FAP

360 in use
72 dead

48
12 Spare

MST

36
12 Spare
12

1:8 MST

AF
FAP

8 Fibres

144
72

MST

24
12 Spare
24

AF
FAP

12
12 Spare
36

AF
FAP

1:4 MST

288
144

FOSC

216
216

FOSC

121 to 300 MDUs

301 to 600+ MDUs

144
288

FOSC

72
360

FOSC

FOSC

1 Distribution Fibre (DF) = 2 Access Fibres (AF) = 2 MSTs connected

DAY 3

ARCHITECTURE
LOCKED

DAY 5

DATA
CONFIRMED

DAY 10

FIRST DRAFT
FOR THE CLIENT

Biarri Networks uses our patented Quick Elegant Designs process
to produce constructible designs at a scale never seen before

FIND OUT MORE

biarrinetworks.com/design
1-877 730-1999

DAY 15

DETAILED DESIGNS
COMPLETED
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Who we are
As the international leader we assist organizations globally in planning & designing the lowest cost fiber network at a speed
and scale which has never been done before.
How we are different
A patented algorithm within our engine assesses billions of possible design combinations in minutes. It then compares
relative costs and architecture constraints to produce an optimized and architecturally valid design for more than 40,000
premises in minutes, not days or weeks.
Our methods
Consulting Services : Architecture Analysis, Density Analysis
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BTI Systems delivers solutions that transform the economics, performance and innovation of global networks through
intelligent networking software and systems.
BTI’s software-driven network infrastructure solutions deliver massive scale, improved efficiencies and rapid services
innovation to networks that until now have been closed, static and hardware-centric. The company’s award-winning network
infrastructure portfolio combines control, management and applications software with category-defining Intelligent Cloud
Connect (ICC) platforms and Packet Optical Transport Systems (P-OTS) to deliver differentiated performance and scale,
compelling economics and agile services innovation through an open, SDN-enabled, converged platform approach.
With more than 380 customers in over 40 countries, BTI serves carriers, service providers, content providers, colocation
providers and cloud infrastructure companies, and has deployments in major metros and data center hubs around the world.
The company is headquartered in North America, and operates regional sales, marketing, and R&D centers of excellence
throughout the world. For more information, visit www.btisystems.com.
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Ciena is the network specialist. We collaborate with customers worldwide to unlock the strategic potential of their networks
and fundamentally change the way they perform and compete. Ciena leverages its deep expertise in packet and optical
networking and distributed software automation to deliver solutions in alignment with its OPn architecture for nextgeneration smart grid networks. We enable a high-scale, programmable infrastructure that can be controlled and adapted
by network-level applications, and provide open interfaces to coordinate computing, storage and network resources in a
unified, virtualized environment.
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ARE YOU LOOKING TO GROW YOUR PAY-TV BUSINESS ?
As the worldwide leader in digital TV, NAGRA helps hundreds of service providers around the world do just that with
solutions designed to offer a Secure, Engaging and Everywhere experience.
SECURE – with solutions like anyCAST CONNECT, a single security solution to effortlessly deliver broadcast,
IPTV and OTT content to any capable device;
ENGAGING – with solutions like our OpenTV 5 connectware that enables next generation pay-TV services
to an increasingly connected and demanding set of consumers;
EVERYWHERE – with solutions like MediaLive multiscreen, to deliver a total TV experience at home or on-the-go.
So if you’re looking to grow your pay-TV business, contact us at dtv@nagra.com to see how we can help.

DTV.NAGRA.COM
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“For more than 10 years, Fonality has built business phone solutions around real business needs and knowing those needs
change over time. Fonality offers flexibility with a choice of packages, deployment models, and upgrades no one else can
match. Our VoIP-based systems come bundled with award-winning unified communications software – Heads Up Display
(HUD). We also make our systems easier to buy and use than your typical cloud VoIP, complete with mobility and contact
center solutions built right in. Others charge extra for this. We include all this and more for one affordable monthly price. For
more information, visit www.fonality.com.”
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Radisys helps communications and content providers, and their strategic partners, create new revenue streams and drive
cost out of their services delivery infrastructure. Radisys’ wireless access technologies, service-aware traffic distribution
platforms, and real-time media processing engines enable its customers to maximize, virtualize and monetize their networks.

STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
ARTICLES:

Radisys’ product lines include CellEngine™ for turnkey LTE and 3G small cell solutions, FlowEngine™ which delivers intelligent
traffic distribution for SDN/NFV environments, and MediaEngine™ to deliver one media processing solution for VoLTE IMS,
VoWiFi, WebRTC and network transcoding. Its Professional Services team provides customers with deep subject matter
expertise, systems integration and hands-on deployment experience.

Business Networks Are Cloudy,
Insecure and Mobile

Its industry-leading products, combined with its expertise, allow Radisys to offer a variety of telecommunication services
and solutions for the Telecom Cloud, Telecom Load Balancing, Small Cells, Intelligent Gateway, IMS Services Delivery, OTT
Communications, Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), and Conferencing.

The Slow Road to 4K TV
Wi-Fi: Getting From Free To
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Is The Need For 5G Valid?

Addressing persistent challenges in both mobile and fixed networks, Tarana has combined many antennas, unique
algorithm innovations, and expert implementation to create the industry’s first truly viable wireless alternative to prohibitively
expensive last-mile fiber. Well proven in commercial engagements with Vodafone and 35+ other tier-1 mobile and fixed
operators worldwide, the company’s AbsoluteAir product line offers fundamental advances in wireless performance and
autonomous adaptation that yield dramatic improvements in the economics and deployment flexibility of radio network
backhaul, fiber extension, and fixed access. Founded in 2009 by UC Berkeley computer scientists and Silicon Valley
veterans in smart RF and precise digital beamforming technologies, Tarana’s breakthroughs have been fueled by a rich
combination of the latest in RF research and decades of real-world wireless system development experience. The company
is currently ramping production and channel partnerships with industry leaders such as Nokia and SIAE to meet clamorous
global demand for its solutions.
For more information, visit www.taranawireless.com.
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ACCELERATING
COMMUNICATION SERVICES

MAXIMIZE
Spectrum Utilization

VIRTUALIZE
the Network Data Plane

MONETIZE
VoLTE, VoWiFi and
WebRTC

RADISYS HEADQUARTERS
5435 NE Dawson Creek Drive | Hillsboro, OR 97124 USA
Phone +1-503-615-1100 | Fax +1-503-615-1121 | Toll-free 800-950-0044
www.radisys.com | info@radisys.com
©2015 Radisys Corporation

Radisys helps service providers bring high-value products and services to market faster with
lower investment and risk. Our wireless access technologies, service-aware traffic distribution
platforms, and real-time media processing engines enable customers to maximize, virtualize
and monetize their networks.

CellEngine™ small cell protocol so ware and

professional services for 4G/LTE and 3G/HSPA+

FlowEngine™ intelligent traffic distribution
systems for SDN and NFV

MediaEngine™ products for IMS media
resource function and transcoding

As the wireless industry continues to evolve, we
can help accelerate your communication services.
Give us a call or visit www.radisys.com to find out how.
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Casa Systems is a leading provider of ultra broadband access solutions designed to meet the growing demands of our allconnected world. Casa is laser focused on its passion to drive innovation to the edge and beyond, delivering network edge
solutions that target the growing market opportunity in interactive digital video and broadband IP services. As a recognized,
award winning leader in CCAP and DOCSIS 3.0, Casa continues its legacy of innovation with its new Remote CCAP Node
(RCN) and fully compliant DOCSIS 3.1 Upstream and Downstream modules. For more information, please visit us at www.
casa-systems.com.
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NAGRA, a digital TV division of the Kudelski Group (SIX:KUD.S), NAGRA is the worldwide leader in secure and end-to-end
digital media technologies for the pay-TV industry. Our solutions address the entire digital media ecosystem with a focus
on bringing premium entertainment to every screen and helping service providers deliver innovation in their markets.
With content protection at the core, we address today’s dynamic, connected and multiscreen TV landscape through
an array of products, solutions and services that work together seamlessly to help generate and sustain revenues for
pay-TV operators. From broadcast to broadband, from OTT to 4K, our solutions scale to support millions of subscribers,
and are built with long-term flexibility, portability, performance and reliability in mind. Please visit dtv.nagra.com for more
information and follow us on Twitter at @nagrakudelski.
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Qwilt addresses the impact of OTT video on operator networks with a unified, turnkey solution that combines open caching,
video delivery and analytics technologies deployed at the subscriber edge. The Qwilt Video Fabric optimizes delivery of
streaming video content to relieve network traffic congestion for operators and deliver a higher quality viewing experience
for their customers. A growing number of the world’s leading cable, telecom and mobile service providers rely on Qwilt
to optimize their networks to support growing consumer demand for online video content as a primary entertainment
source. Qwilt is a founding member of the Streaming Video Alliance, a new industry forum building the open architecture
for streaming. Founded in 2010 by industry veterans from Cisco and Juniper, Qwilt is backed by Accel Partners, Bessemer
Venture Partners, Cisco Ventures, Disrupt-ive, Innovation Endeavors, Marker and Redpoint Ventures. Learn more at www.
qwilt.com.
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FIGHT BACK AND KEEP THE VALUABLE
SUBSCRIBERS YOU’VE WORKED SO
HARD TO EARN!

SpectrumMAX allows mobile carriers to build
and deploy white label services quickly, more
affordably and easily integrated into the overall
user experience, including Wi-Fi Calling, SMS/
MMS, Rich Messaging services and more. Carriers
remain in control of their subscriber base with the
ability to monetize product and service offerings,
while minimizing the OTT threat.

Deliver new services today... because your
customers won’t wait for tomorrow
Give mobile customers the integrated
calling and messaging they need.
GET STARTED TODAY:
TEL +1 210.598.7147 | WEB SpectrumMAX.com
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Founded in 1986, Universal Electronics Inc. (UEI) is the global leader in wireless control technology for the connected
home. UEI designs, develops, and delivers innovative solutions that enable consumers to control entertainment devices,
digital media, and home systems. The company’s broad portfolio of patented technologies and database of infrared control
software have been adopted by many Fortune 500 companies in the consumer electronics, subscription broadcast, and
computing industries. UEI sells and licenses wireless control products through distributors and retailers under the One For
All® brand name. More information is available at www.uei.com.
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YipTV launched as a new broadband OTT provider in May 2015 with 50 channels of live television, mostly from outside
the U.S., as it targeted the more than 40 million foreign-born people living in the United States.
Many people in this demographic don’t subscribe to multichannel cable or satellite services because the content wasn’t
developed with their interests in mind. Also, this demographic is OK with viewing programming on smartphones.
YipTV has steadily expanded its lineup to nearly 100 channels of news, sports, drama, entertainment, lifestyle, talkshows,
kids TV, religious programs, music and more – all offered at $14.99 per month, with no long-term subscription or credit
card required; 16 channels are always free and YipTV offers nine premium channels free for a one-week trial.
No other provider of Internet-based TV offers as many live-TV channels, as affordably and with the diversity of viewing
options that YipTV does today.
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Alianza’s Hosted NFV VoIP solution builds on the elastic growth and service agility of NFV technology and delivers a
complete voice solution in the cloud with a SaaS-based business model. Powered by the Cloud Voice Platform, it features
a complete and integrated web-scale solution with NFVI, VoIP/IMS VNFs and management layers. Cable, mobile, telco and
other broadband providers can rapidly customize, launch and profit from VoIP and UC services using the cloud solution.
Hosted NFV VoIP delivers significant savings, streamlined operations, rapid innovation and frees up resources that allows
service providers to invest in strategic growth opportunities.
Get the white paper Cloud Sourcing NFV VoIP
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Allot Communications is a leading global provider of intelligent broadband solutions that put mobile, fixed and cloud
networks at the center of the digital lifestyle and workstyle. Allot’s DPI-based solutions identify and leverage the business
intelligence in data networks, empowering operators to analyze, protect, improve and enrich the digital lifestyle services
they deliver. Allot’s unique blend of innovative technology, proven know-how and collaborative approach to industry
standards and partnerships enables network operators worldwide to elevate their role in the digital lifestyle ecosystem
and to open the door to a wealth of new business opportunities.
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FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE

Corero Network Security is a leading provider of First Line of Defense® security solutions against DDoS attacks. The Corero
SmartWall® Network Threat Defense (TDS) solution is an intelligent, always on platform that inspects traffic, detects and
blocks DDoS attacks allowing Carriers to deploy centralized or distributed attack mitigation solutions that provide complete
DDoS threat protection. This concept is realized through, dynamic mitigation bandwidth licensing - a new economic model
which represents the use of high scalable DDoS mitigation technology. The SmartWall TDS solution delivers 20Gbps
full-duplex performance in a ¼ wide, 1 RU form factor, for modular, space-saving, security that will change the rules for
inspection performance and threat intelligence, while providing an unprecedented level of scalability for the DDoS
protection as-a-service opportunities in a Carrier environment. For more information, visit: www.corero.com
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Deviser Instruments (www.deviserinstruments.com, 1-408-955-0938) develops handheld test and measurement
solutions for the installation, maintenance and troubleshooting of communications networks. The company’s wireless
solutions address the four major test points that converge in today’s networks: RF coaxial cable, fiber optics, Ethernet
backhaul and complex RF signals. These products test RF/Optic cable feedline and antenna systems; FTTA, DAS and
FTTC fiber optic systems; RF/Wireless spectrum, complex RF signals and modulation schemes; interference; signal
coverage mapping and mobile Ethernet backhaul.
Deviser Instruments’ SignalPROFILER line combines cable and antenna system analysis, fiber inspection, spectrum
analysis, cellular signal demodulation, interference analysis, signal coverage mapping and RF/Optical power
measurements within a single instrument that weighs less than 6.75 pounds. Additionally, both the E7042B (4GHz) and
7062B (6GHZ) SignalPROFILER products can be configured to meet customers’ needs at the time of purchase or later as
test needs evolve. Additional measurement capabilities can be added on the fly.
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Evolving Systems is a leader in activation, enablement and real-time marketing of services for connected devices worldwide. Our
market-leading products include:
•	Real-time Lifecycle Marketing™ - create and deploy highly personalized, location and contextually relevant, interactive
customer engagement campaigns
•	Mobile Data Enablement™ - SaaS-based Online Charging System customer self-care that enables the delivery of new mobile
data offers
• Dynamic SIM Allocation™ - simplifies SIM management and inventory for wireless operators
• Tertio® Service Activation - activates voice, data, messaging and content services
• Total Number Management™ - delivers complete control and management of number resources
We help operators efficiently deliver new services simplifying operations, reducing costs and improving the customer experience.
Designed with the flexibility and scalability needed to suit operators of any size from start-ups to established tier 1 carriers.
Founded in 1985, the Company has headquarters in Englewood, Colorado, with offices in the United States,
United Kingdom, India, Malaysia and Romania.
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Mobolize is the only mobile data protection app that pays for itself. It provides privacy and security to users when they
use unsecured Wi-Fi hotspots by automatically encrypting their traffic, protecting it from prying eyes, only when needed.
Mobolize also provides malware blocking, so users can’t access malicious or undesirable web content. It is available in both
free and paid premium versions. Because it also includes video optimization, it saves users enough on their data plan to pay
for itself.
Mobolize can be pre-loaded on smartphones by OEMs and MNOs or downloaded like a standard app. It is also available
as an SDK for ISVs to integrate into their own mobile apps. In any form, Mobolize provides control over all data traffic on the
phone, on cellular and Wi-Fi.
To learn more about the Mobolize app and how to increase subscription revenues, visit: http://www.mobolize.com/
partners/
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TAKING LIVE T V
OVER THE TOP

& CLOSING THE GAP
IN CONTENT DEMAND

Multicultural programming including live sports, news and entertainment from Latin America
and around the world, direct to U.S. viewers wherever and whenever connected to the Internet.

FREE MEMBERSHIP

• UNLIMITED ACCESS TO 18 FREE CHANNELS
• 9 PREMIUM BONUS CHANNELS FOR FIRST 7 DAYS
• NO CREDIT CARD REQUIRED
• WATCH ON UP TO 2 DEVICES AT ONCE

PREMIUM MEMBERSHIP $14.99/MO

• 90+ LIVE INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS
• NO SERVICE CONTRACTS
• WATCH ON 5 DEVICES AT ONCE

2015 FIERCE INNOVATION
AWARD FINALIST

VISIT US

ONLINE

YIPTV.COM
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Nakina offers a suite of Network Integrity applications for securing, managing and optimizing physical and virtual networks.
Nakina’s applications are built upon our Network Integrity Framework - open and modular software platform that abstracts
network complexity, normalizes multi-vendor management, and bridges the physical and virtual worlds for Management and
Orchestration systems. Our software is proven, trusted and protects the world’s largest and most important networks.
NI-DEFENDER is a new class of network security solution known as a Secure Network Auditing Platform. It combines
Identity Access Management, Network-wide Continuous Configuration Scanning, and Advanced Analytics allowing service
providers to prevent, pin-point, and neutralize network security threats. It delivers security for NFV, SDN and today’s
networks.
NI-DEFENDER is part of a holistic security and network integrity assurance strategy, providing a service-driven and
contextual view of security access control policies.
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Polystar enables Communications Service Providers to achieve excellence in CEM, Big Data Analytics, Service Assurance,
Network Monitoring, Service Enablement and High Performance Testing.
We help CSPs to simplify their CEM strategies and drive operational efficiency through real-time network analytics.
Polystar’s Network and Customer Insight solutions convert raw network and systems data into actionable intelligence
and uncover a goldmine of information, which yields indispensible analytics to CSPs.
Polystar is recognised as one of the fastest-growing companies in Sweden. Since Polystar’s foundation in Stockholm in
1983, we have experienced continuous and sustainable growth, and evolved to a global presence, serving our customers
in over 50 countries.
For more information, please visit www.polystar.com
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Nextplus provides complete phone service packed into a mobile app that’s free to download and fun to use! We’ve
introduced innovative social features such as the very popular LuckyCall feature, allowing users to talk to new people all
over the world anonymously.
Nextplus has changed the rules of telecom by providing an over-the-top (OTT) telephone service alternative similar to what
we’ve seen with the evolution of on-demand video streaming services. The next phase of Nextplus is launching in October
2015 with Nextplus GO - Our new SIM card that allows you to use Nextplus outside of WiFi without any strings attached.
Just low cost plans you can start and stop at any time depending on your needs. We believe the next wave of telco is WiFi
first, device independent, and FREE.
Your next phone company may very well be an app! And that app is Nextplus.
Learn more at: www.nextplus.me
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Vysk Communications is a market leader and manufacturer of private secure communications solutions. Founded in
2012, Vysk’s mission is to redefine, and restore, privacy in the digital age. Vysk’s combination of encrypted hardware with
encrypted software delivers the ultimate in privacy solutions. Headquartered in San Antonio, Texas, with its R&D and
engineering arm in San Francisco, California, Vysk holds more than a dozen patents related to encryption, privacy and
security. Vysk’s QS1 smartphone case, available in Q4 2015, provides completely private, encrypted phone conversations.
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WebNMS, the service provider software division of Zoho Corporation, specializes in solutions for multi-vendor network
management, service orchestration and IoT applications. The WebNMS Symphony Orchestration Platform is the
industry’s first solution to automate and orchestrate end-to-end service management of Carrier Ethernet, MPLS, Optical,
DWDM, Broadband, SDN & NFV networks. WebNMS markets these solutions as flexible, extensible platforms to network
service providers, managed service providers and network equipment vendors. For example, with more than 25,000
deployments across the globe, their flagship WebNMS Framework is the world’s first choice for scalable and reliable multivendor management.
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WebHub.mobi is a cloud platform/app that where anyone (individual or business) can make and share social Internet maps.
These maps are designed to give people on their smartphones (and across all their devices) a much richer and easier
experience of content on the Web on topics of interest to them. They don’t have to download, install or sync anything. They
can use it across whatever devices and browsers they like. They have a new choice to experience Web content that avoids
the cumbersome and one-off search engine approach of typing search queries and sifting through lists of results each time
a person wants something on the Web. In other words, it creates a unified, much more content rich browsing experience for
the smartphone driven (and multi-device) lifestyle. In doing so, it also creates a unified mobile and cross-device optimized
advertising platform, while getting ahead of the curve on privacy issues.
www.webhub.mobi
https://www.facebook.com/WebHubmobi-384437705092507/?ref=hl
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